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this existing structure, however the rea] question appears to be 
how to establish it in the first instance. Thus, a more thorough 
investigation of the current structural deficiencies of politica] 
public spheres is essential in order to make Habermas' 
normative theory a viable alternative. 
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Abstract d' , we know it 
What potential does interactive multimedia have as a d~cumentaıy me ıum. 
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leve1 and in terms of the issues raised by a recent Turkish/Australıan ınteractıve 
documentary project. 
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lmagining Interactive Documentary 
- the Halfeti Project 

lntroduction 

There is really no such thing as interactive documentary, 
certainly not as a clearly delineated genre. There are only 

experirnents - diverse atten1pts to chart a relation between 
. traditional notions of documentary and the possibilities 

associated with digital media. This article begins by trying to 

clarify some of the theoretical issues involved in envisaging 
interactive documentary. it then moves on to consider 

aesthetic issues arising from the production of a recent 
experimental work- Halfeti, a CD-Rom that enables the user to 

explore a small south-eastern Turkish town on the eve of its 

partia] submersioİı beneath the waters ofa large hydro-electric 
project. 

Theorising lnteractive Documentary 

The following constitutes a kind of urban myth of 
interactive multimedia: An author discovers a box that 

belonged to her !ate grandmother in the garage. it is ful! of 

photographs, letters, official documents, knick-knacks - ali the 

small stuff that sums up a life and that nobody quite has the 

heart to discard. The author sifts through it and recognizes the 

potential for a book, a film, or perhaps a CD-Rom. it is the 

latter that seems to offer the greatest potential, providing a 

means of viewing and tying together ali the contents of the 
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box, as well as the utopic hope of creating a work that 
embodies the associative logic of subjective experience and 
memory. 

it' s not so much the narrative of the myth that interests me 
(the conceit of discovery), nor the specifics of what the box may 
contain, as the notion that multimedia offers a particularly 

effective vehicle for conveying aspects of the grandmother' s life. 
What are the differences between imagining this intima!e 
docuınentary asa book, or asa film, or asa piece of ınultimedia? 
What are the different aesthetic horizons that these media open 

up and why the preference for interactive multimedia? 

I should stress that this preference is not universal, and 
indeed is probably a minority view these days. There has been 
a critical backlash against the utopic view of interactive 
multimedia for at least the past five years or so (Kahn, 1996). 
There is a widespread perception that interactive multimedia 

has failed to !ive tıp to its over-hyped aesthetic promise, yet 
digital convergence constantly throws tıp new interactive 
technologies and creative experimentation continues. What I 

have posited above then is a kinci of naive myth, intended to 
open tıp and clarify the issue of how an interactive 
documentary might differ from other forms of documentary. 

At first glance, one of the obvious advantages of 
multimedia is that it provides a means of assembling ali or most 
of the contents of our imaginary box into a single accessible 
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farın. Multimedia enables the easy cornbination of still irnage, text, 
audio, and video. A book could not easily incorporate all of these 
different rnedia. A film could rnanage it but would need to be very 

selective due to time constraints. This points to the archival value 
of rnultimedia - a great deal of inforınation in ali sorts of forrns can 
be assernbled in the one work. Here the docurnentary potential of 
rnultirnedia is linked to the root sense of the terın "documentary" 
- the capacity to document and record. 

Yet without wishing to denigrate the importance of primary 
historical evidence, a docurnentary is rnuch more than merely a 
collection of records. We expect documentaries to make 
arguments and tell stories, to select, combine, and interpret 
whatever may be found in the box. There are all sorts of traditions 
within film docurnentary for accomplishing this task, frorn 
explicitly interpretive voice-over narration to the subtleties of 

cinema-verite mise en scene and editing. Most of these traditions 
depend upon the temporal language of narrative or sequential 
argument. Interactive rnultimedia can draw on these traditions 

but there is a sense that they are not strictly native. The emerging 
language of digital interactivity has its basis is in the trajectory of 

the user rather than the linear artistry of the traditional author. 
The interactive author builds structures of interaction rather than 
Hrüshed compositions. 

This opens up a key question. What kinds of structures of 
interaction can be developed to lend interactive documentary a 

properly docurnentary character rather than simply a glorified 
archival one? Is there sorne interactive alternative (or slight twist) 
to the existing traditions of docuinentary storytelling and 
argurnentation? 1 realise I anı posing these questions in an 
oversirnplified, either or fashion. My aim is not to deny 

multimedia access to processes of linear composition, but to 
pinpoint the distinctive potential of interactivity. 

Let's consider some interactive paradigms, some ways in 

which the contents of the box may be approached, or articulated, 
in interactive terrns. 
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• The Hierarchical Tree Paradigm. A main page introduces 
the grandmother and provides a menu of links to subsidiary 
sections that represent particular periodş in the grandmother' s 
life. These in turn link to further subsections that provide 
relevant materials from the box. Here the emphasis is upon 
facilitating access to inforrnation through the construction of a 
logical hierarchy. it is the structure typically adopted by the 
corporate website. This structure can often prove useful, but can 
hardly be said to engage with, or develop, the discursive 
aesthetics of docurnentary. If there is a creative docurnentary 
element here it is likely to be in the composition of particular 
pages. Especially promising in this respect is the emerging 
dialogue between graphic design and documentary traditions. 
The interplay and juxtaposition of elements ona page - text and 
image, foreground and background, interface and content -
offer ali sorts of possibilities for documentary experimentation. 

· The Associative Network Paradigm. A main page sends 
us randomly to one of many pages that represent particular 
moments in the grandmother' s life. üne page shows an 
immigration document and lists her parent' s names. Click on 

the names to jump to pages on her childhood, or perhaps 
pictures of her parents, or a diary entry concerning her earliest 
memories. There is no menu to gtıide the user, only a selection 
of links embedded in images or text. This paradigm sets up an 

associative (often playful) relation betw~en a set of pages (or 
media). Rather than an hierarchical tree there is the sense of a 
network of interconnecting nodes. This is the model that literary 
hypertext adopts. it can also be regarded as a web paradigm, if 
stress is placed on the macro structure (or experience) of the 
web rather than the typically hierarchical structure of particular 
sites. Multiple logics may guide the pattern of associative links 
- time, cause and effect, resemblance, difference, ete. The notion 
of a non-hierarchical associative network offers considerable 
potential as a novel means of approaching documentary topics, 

especially when the user can engage closely with the associative 
logic of the piece. This is especially so when there is little need 
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to teli a specific story or make a particular argument. An 
observational style documentary in which the user develops an 
overall picture of a topic by selecting from a range of 'views' 
would seem to lend itself well to this approach. The major 
challenge lor this paradigm lies in finding means to motivate the 
user's choices and to establish a balance between the content of 

any particular page and the aesthetic imperative to interact. A 
kind of idle (fetishistic) clicking can easily supplant more 
focused interaction. 

, The Simulatory Matrix Paradigm. An exterior view of the 
grandmother's old house. Click on the front door to enler. A 
view ofa hallway with an open door to the left. Click to enler a 
living room. The sound of an old record starting up. Click on an 
album of photographs on the coffee table. Turn through the 
pages of photographs of the grandmother's life. Here interaction 
is structured via a spatial-experiential metaphor. The emphasis 

is less on logical association (jumps, juxtapositions, 
correspondences) than on experiential contiguity between one 
node and the next. There is the sense of moving through a 
defineci matrix rather than a loose associative network. While 

convincing simulation may not be a high priority, the interactive 
structure is simulatory in that it draws upon experiential 
metaphors rather than more abstract logical schemas. This 
paradign1 gains its clearest realisation in the structure of first
person, real-time, 3D computer games. The artificial, agonistic, 
and viscerally irnmersive character of these games may seem 
very distant from the realism and critically-reflective stance of 

mainstream documentary traditions, but there are undoubtedly 
creative possibilities here. A documentary on ancient Rome 
could, for instance, enable the user to w1nder the streets of 

ancient Rome - interacting with the people, performing various 
set tasks, solving puzzles, ete. This is to move away from the 
traditional conception of documentary as a mode of 
representation intimately linked to the authentic texture of 

reality - opening up the possibility that it might also serve as a 
mode of simulatory exploration and insight. 
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• The Games Paradigm. A jumble of jigsaw pieces, each 
depicting a portion of an image of the grandmother. Beside 

them an empty frame. The user must drag the pieces into their 
appropriate place within the frame. When they are correctly 
placed then a section of the grandmother' s story plays. Here the 
documentary takes shape as a jigsaw puzzle. it is structured as 
a game. Games have a linear character in that they point to a 
particular goal, but they differ from narratives and arguments 
in that they place crucial stress on user interaction. Games can 

lake ınany different forms. They need not employ experiential 
metaphors, although typically strategic puzzle-solving and 
spatial exploration are linked. The possibility of linking games
play to documentary representation deserves experiınentation. 
There is a fairly obvious satirical potential but perhaps it could 
also serve more serious illustrative or argumentative purposes. 

The problem is once again in making the shift from a 
representational to an interactive n1ode, or, more precisely, in 

finding a satisfactory means of enabling both modes. A naive 
view imagines docuınentary 'shows us reality'. The viewer is 
positioned at a respectful distance - seeing and listening, but 
certainly not literally inieracting. How can the viewer ever 
literally interact with an 'authentic record'? And then to interact 
in terms of a game? There are crucial theoretical and ethical 
issues to wrestle with here. 

· The Participatory Paradigm. A web page poses the 
question: what do you know of your grandmother? Is there any 
single memory or object that best defines your relationship to 
her? If so then create a web page that deals with this topic, sene! 
us the link and we'll establish an on-line database-documentary 
of grandmother memories. Here the user is not simply 

interacting with a pre-constructed piece of documentary 
multimedia, but is instead called upon to collaborate in the 
work of documentary creation. This paradigm draws upon 
the potential of networked multimedia systems to enable 
literal social interaction/participation. This need not take the 
form of producing collaborative works. it could also open up 
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documentary as a field of dialogic exchange - an open forum, 

in which the traditional documentary subject (the people 

represented) and the wider public (the viewing audience) 

address social issues via interactive multimedia. Discursive 

novelty is established here less in terms of the actual content 

of any particular contribution than in terms of the broadly 

participatory framework This need not imply a naıve and 
utopic vision of public comıriunication, The web is full of 

examples of focused public interaction, from the websites 

associated with comınercial reality television shows (with 

their on-line voting, discussion foruıns, and chat rooıns) to the 

many low-tech lists devoted to specialised (potentially 

docuınentary relevant) topics. 

it should be stressed that these paradigms are not 

ınutually exclusive. it would be possible to iınagine all kinds 

of combinations of the above. My aim in describing theın 

separately has been to clarify the possibilities, not to envisage 

five _discrete interactive genres. 

The Halfeti Project 

Halfeti is (or was) a small town on the banks of the 

Euphrates in southern Turkey. in the ıniddle of !ast year 

(2000) it was partially subınerged beneat,h the waters of the 

Birecik dam - a large new hydro-electric project some lOOkm 
north of the Syrian border, 1 travelled there in early 2000 to, 

document aspects of the town prior to its flooding. My 

primary focus was on preserving a navigable photographic 

record of the physical space, !' d been working on 

prograınming constructs to enable virtual exploration of 

imaginary spaces - haunted houses and the like, and the 

opportunity to apply these constructs to a complex real space 
was tempting, Another aim, probably less clearly conceived, 

was to document the responses of the Halfeti people to the 

prospect of having to abandon their ~tone homes, cobbled 
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lanes, and alluvial orchards for a new housing developınent 
on the rocky escarpment. 

I have no wish to position this project as some .kind of 
realisation of the potential of interactive docuınentary, Indeed 
for ınuch of the d t' h , pro uc ıon p ase, I scarcely even consıdered 
these larger aesthef , 1 , l , . ıc ıssues. was maın y concerned wıth the 
varıous technical challenges involved in facilitating a 

sophıstıcated level of spatial navigation. I had a very humble 

sense of the scope of the project ata documentary leveL it was 
the record ofa town on the eve of its disappearance. 

I had taken over 3000 digital photographs of the town 
and my associate, Bora Kanra, had recorded some 6 hours of 

, audio and video. This ınaterial had to be edited and optimised 

to fit on a single CD-Rom. The main challenge was in 

developıng an efficient way to piece all this material together 

ınto a responsive and spatially cogent interactive experience. 

After a number of aborted efforts, 1 was forced to develop 

specıalısed authoring software for the creation of multimedia 
'virtual tours'. This took considerable time, but made the final 

work of putting everything together much simpler. 

The aim was to employ an experiential paradigm. The 
user 'wanders' th f ' e streets o Halfeti - moving forward and 
back, turning left and right, looking up and down, ete, Each 

move represents a jump from one photographic image to 

another, Choosing a direction to proceed involves clicking on 

relevant parts of the screen - to ttırn left, the user clicks at the 

left of the screen, and so on, Atmosphere sound supports the 
sense of first-pe 1 , rson exp oratıon. Screen hotspots enable 
access to additional d' h 1. k' , , me ıa, so t at c ıc ıng on the ımage of a 
person may, for instance, display interview-based video 
material. , 

The lack of grand documentary ambition proved 
advantageous in wa Ti h , , , ys. 1ere was an emp asıs on dırectly and 
straıghtforwardly showing the town. The photographic style is 
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very frontal. Each photograph represents a view - north,_ south, 
east ar west. The images were building blocks, composıtıonally 

bou~d by the requirements of the larger tour. In a similar way, 

the exploratory interface is deliberately low key, placıng dıe 
stress on images and sounds of the town rather tlıaı;ı ostensıble 

interpretation. Of course nane of this i_s stylisticaH~ . ar 
interpretively innocent. The avoidance of obvıous ınterpret'..tıon 
is the classic trope of the cinema verile documentary tradıtıon. 

My point here is that this approach arose from and meshed nıcely. 
with the focus on teclınical implementatıon. That ıt alsa worked 
aesthetically (and perhaps even interpretively) was a bonus. 

As I say, it was only late in the production phase (once most 
of the teclınical problems had been solved) that 

aesthetic/ interpretive issues returned - more or less unexpected -

ta the fore. These isstıes of selection and combination, and of 
discursive positioning, suggested that there was something more 

at stake here than just producing an historical record. These 

issues harked back to the concerns of lraditional documentary, 

but were alsa suggestive of another space of aesthetic possibility. 

They arose from very specific creative issues, sa 1'11 deal wıth 
them in those terms. 

. Snow ta the East. Each positional node tended ta involve 

at least four images, one for north, east, south, and w:stern ~iews, 

sa !hat when you click ta the ]eft or the right the vıew swıtches 
ninety degrees in the relevant direction. From a technıcal 

perspective, I should have taken n1ore images .at each p~sıtion, 
but this would have complicated the programmıng task (! d been 

thinking in terms ofa vasi chessboard-like matı·ix), push up the 
file size of the overall work, and take that much lenger !o 

photograph. The problem with my approach was that !here were 

no areas ·of overlap betvıeen one compass view and the nex:. 

There was overlap if the user moved forward or back, but no_t ıf 
!hey tumed on the spot. Older style, stil! image based, spatıal

exploratory computer games typically employ an hexag~nal style 
matrix that enables six views from any particular posıtıon. Thıs 
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creates a minimal level of visual overlap, ensuring continuity 

between one tuming view and the next These days, of course, the 
typical ııser expects much more than static views. They are 
accustoıned ta the seamless panoramas of Quicktiıne VR and the 

immersive experience of real-time rendered 3D. In these tern1s, 

the approach I adopted in Halfeti is likely ta seem anaclrronistic 
and experientially weak. Yet apart from teclmical exigencies, 
there was aııother rationale far my approacl1. I was never going 
ta prodııce an experience that was equivalent or adequate ta the 
experience of actually exploring Halfeti. I was producing an 
imperfect record - a very ostensibly stitcl1ed together one. The 
distance between clicking through the streets and walking 
through them was something vital to the project. There was a 

need fara ınode of siınulation that would provide access -but not 
glib access - ta the alterity of another space (and another time). 
The ambivalent, never quite adequate, sense of spatial continuity 

alsa had a creative dimension. I realised this very clearly while 

piecing together the images of the central town area. lt tumed aut 
that I had taken images of the area ona nııınber of different days 
in very different weather conditions. At first I thought that !' d 
better strive far visual consistency, but it ended up working 

better ta allow sudden shifts from sunshine to snow, daylight ta 
darkness. The same view might even have two potential states -
differing depending upon the direction the user approaches it 
from. it becaıne possible ta open up secret corridors of darkness 
or snow through what was ordinarily a suııny space. Th.is 
worked ta eınphasise the constructed (discontinuous) nature of 

'my siınulation, but alsa ta enable (and plainly ınanifest) a 
creative Work of spatial collage. 

• The Sound of Card Playing. I'd spent ınost of the time 
labouring with iınages - adjusting, organısıng, and 
choreographing theın. I'd always intended ta add atmosphere 
sound, but the sound was a problem. 1 really only had what was 
on the videotape, and most of that was interview-based stuff. it 
Was a ınatter of searching far ali the in-between bits on the 
Videotape, all the ınoments when nothing was being said and 
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. here sound could be exh·acted. 
Perhaps some slight bıt of atmosp . 1 d dı'cated sound 

I brmg aong a e Note to self; in future a ways . 'd 1 _ ali sorts of 
d fr . deotape ıs not ı ea 

recordist. The soun om vı t ake it very difficult 
. d operator grun s m, . 

strange clıcks an camera . t the oor quality of the 
to cull aut anything very usefull. Deslpı fie I p~oı'ect. it made the 

. d d b . crucıa to t 1e na sound ıt en e µp eıng elling Ali it 
. ence much n1ore coınp . 

whole exploratory experı f d players come 
took to make navigation through a room o cdar . d loop. !' d 

d . 1 twenty-five secon soun 
alive was to ad a sıng e, d ven more than vision, 
discovered the obvious truth that so;:d :id more than just lift 
is vital to our sense of space. But s ti'nuity) it 

(! d' them greater con · 
and support the images en ıng 'ti ti e static space of the 

d ki d f dıalogue wı 1 1 ' 
also opene up a n o 1 1 wnt but in complex 
photographs. it introduced at t::::;ı~:::ing 'the other (past) 
ways - at once reacl1ıng ou ' . . . resent-focused 

time of Halfeti and yet alsa co7shtuhng aıt=~~i~usly !oops and 
musical play. The atrnosphere oops_ arel a images means that 

. t' with particu ar 
their loose assocıa ıon h 'ust spatio-teınporal 

b s more t an J ~ ~ 
n1oving about ecome . with sound and with 
simuİation. Navigation becoınes a playl ınlg ti e user moves hasa 

1 . Ti e pace at w ,ıc l l iınage sound re atio.ns. l 1ds la In tl1is \Vay, the experience 
crucial effect on whıch som . p y.l Sound then has an 

f d b comes different lor eac 1 ııser. ' 
o soun e ki both to heighten realism and to 
ambivalent status - wor ng (' . f ely grounded) 
open up another terrain of ınterac ıv 

distanciation. 

th Euphrates Abdullah ran the ferry ' • How to Cross e · f \ 
•u hrates. He rowed back and art l 

service across the E p d ff' at the oars, 
huffing an pu ıng ' throughout the day - b · those who 

. . 1 d'ff ult currents, and a usıng 
negotiatıng t 1e ı ıc d h t once the town was 
annoyed him. it was generally agree t a d' d he'd 

floofded te ;ee: !:r~i:ı:::~;;;~~;,:~ı~i~ en~::::::s :n ~ucial 
be orce to ın . ers ective of an imagınary ~ , 
emblematic figure. Adoptıng the p P . b k and lortlı 

I hotographed him rowıng ac ' 
ferry customer, P . d ti basis lor the user 
across the river. Ultimately this P;~vı es ,e ' 
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to approach the river, climb into the ferry, experience the sights 
and sounds of the crossing, and then diseınbark on the opposite 
side. The interesting point is that crossing the river becomes 
more than just a spatial transition. It becomes a temporal 

sequence - a process. This rnade me aware of the potential to 
create ınore than just a static record ofa place. It was possib]e to 

create navigable sequences that both ınade spatial sense and 

also told stories. So, for instance, in one of the crossings the user 

must click back and forth on the screen to observe donkeys 
being leci down the bank and then placed on the barge. The 
photographs follow a shot-reverse shot logic. Without 
disrupting the sense of spatial navigation, they open up a 
narrative dimension. It gradually dawned on me that there were 
all sorts of opportunities far subtle interplays of space and time. 
If !' d realised this earlier, 1 rnight have devoted more time to 
following the trajectories of parlicular people (characters) rather 
than concentrating so exc1usively on spatial paths. I can now 

iınagine an interactive doctın1entary ınode that discovers in 
space stories and in stories space. 

· The Hidden Phrasebook. 1 had played with the idea of 
introducing game-style interactivity - setting tasks lor the user 
as they roamed about. Perhaps they would need to find a 
hidden Turkish phrasebook in order to get an English 
translation of what people were saying. in the enci, however, 1 
decided to avoid game eleınents. They were tempting because 
they provided an obvious means of motivaling the user' s 
exploration, but they alsa threatened to render Halfeti a mere 
picturesque tableaux lor game-based activity. The exploration 
that I was h·ying to encourage ıvas different. it wasn't about 

solving logical puzzles. it was about engaging- in a limited but 
audio-visually compelling maımer -with the alterity of another 
place and another time. Perhaps this wou]d provide the basis 
for increased understanding, but even n1ore iınportantly I 

,vanted to encourage an en1otional response. This response 

wauld emerge froın the gap between simulation and reality. it 
was about making loss tangible, or almost so. 
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Conclusion 

This paper has been an attempt to clarify what is at stake in 

imagining interactive documentary. At a general conceptual 

!eve!, it specified five different paradigıns of interactivity: the 

hierarchical tree; the associative network; experiential 

simulation; game play; and networked participation. it then 

moved on to consider a specific experiınent in documentary 

multimedia production. The creative and theoretical issues that 

the Halfeti CD-Rom raise indicate that traditional questions of 

documentary interpretation remain relevant tot he interactive 

terrain. Even an ostensibly non-interpretive, archival piece has 

ali sorts of scope ta creatively articulate aspects of space, time 

and interaction. 

in terms of the prospects far developing an interactive 

documentary genre, theoretical projection is clearly vital, but so 

too are the realisations that emerge more or less unexpected in 

the midst of creative practice. We can only imagine so far, then 

there is the need to get started and see what happens. This 

should not imply the need to abandan documentary's 'linear' 

past. On the contrary, it is most likely in the friction between 

tradition and an as yet unclear future that something new will 

begin to take shape. 
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Ali Karadoğan 

Gelişimi, kullanılması ve yaygınlaşması 
düşünüldüğünde dünyadaki her hangi bir 
araçtan, düşünceden, teoriden ya da yaşam 
tarzından çok daha hızlı yaygınlaştığı kuşku 
götürmez bir gerçek olan yeni iletişim lekno· 
lojilerinin artık insan hayatının pek çok alanı
nı belirleme, yönlendirme ve düzenleme gü
cüne sahip olduğu yaygın olarak kabul gören 
bir düşüncedir. Sadece maddi günlük hayatı
mızın bir parçası olarak kalmakla yetinme
yen, aynı zamanda nesneler dünyamıza yeni 
anlamlar.katarak biçimlendiren, onu yeni ge
lişmeler ışığında değiştiren yeni iletişim tek
nolojileri bir yandan da insani varoluşu kendi 
varoluşunun kaçınıln1az sonucu haline getir
mektedir. Belki biraz ileri giderek Pierre Bour
dieu'mın televizyona yönelik, "kültürel üreti
min farklı kürelerini, sanatı, edebiyatı, biliıni, 
felsefeyi, hukuku, çok büyük bir tehlikeyle 
karşı karşıya bıraktığı" (13) yönündeki eleşti
risini bütün medya alanını kapsayacak biçim
de genişletmek mümkün. Böyle biraz da "ka
ramsar" bir bakış açısından yola çıkmak daha 
başlangıçta yazının gideceği yönü de belirle-
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mek anlamına geliyor elbette ki; ancak bu bir 
önyargıdan çok medyanın günümüzde gerek 
endüstri olarak yapılann1ası -Raınonet'nin 
deyimiyle "yeni lekı1olojik ütopya ile tetikle
nen tutku flrhnası"- gerek haber tirelim süre
ci ve ilettiği haber içerikleri, gerekse de alan 
içerisinde faaliyet gösteren profesyonellerin 
ideolojileri ve bu ideolojilerin haber metinle
rinde ifadesini bulmasında yaşadığı değişim
den kaynaklanmaktadır. Bu değişim örgütsel 
anlamda medya kurumlarının geçirdiği deği
şimden farklı olarak hem gazeteciliğin, hem 
televizyonculuğun hem de her iki alanda -in
temelin, kablolu interaktif sistemlerin vb di
ğer yeni iletişim teknolojilerinin devreye gir
mesiyle-haberin tanınurun ve ''değeri"nin ye
ni bir evreye girmiş olmasından dolayı da bir 
değişim yaşamaktadır. 1-faberin geleneksel ta
nıım medya alanındaki "geleneksel" diyebile
ceğimiz ekonomik, kültürel ve toplumsal ya
pının değişmeye -ulus devletlerin hakim ol
duğu bir dünyadan uluslararası şirketlerin 
uluslarüstü davrandık.lan bir dünyaya geçiş, 
uluslararası medya gruplarının ortaya çıkma
sı, sayısal sistemlerin hakim olduğu yeni bir 
teknolojik devrimin teknolojik alt yapıyı de
ğiştirn1iş olması, bunların sonucunda serbest
leşme (deregülasyon) tartışmalanyla kamu 
yayıncılığı düşüncesinin aşınması vb gibi-
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